Undergraduate Program Change Form  
University at Albany, Registrar’s Office CC-B52

NAME: _____________________________________________  Albany ID # 00______________
(Please Print)
UAlbany E-mail Address:__________________________  Have you applied to graduate this term?
□ Yes  □ No

Choose appropriate option and complete information:

UPDATE 1st MINOR *
☐ I do NOT currently have a minor and wish to add ___________________ as my minor
☐ I already have a minor and wish to:
  ☐ Delete the following minor from my record: ___________________
  ☐ Change the minor to ___________________
* see instructions for list of restricted minors

UPDATE 2nd MINOR *
☐ I do NOT currently have a 2nd minor and wish to add _________________ as my minor.
☐ I already have a 2nd minor and wish to
  ☐ Delete the following 2nd minor from my record:____________________
  ☐ Change the 2nd minor to _________________
* see instructions for list of restricted minors

UPDATE 1st Major
Contact Advisement Services Center, LI 36 to declare or change your 1st major

UPDATE 2nd Major *
☐ I do NOT currently have a 2nd major and wish to add _________________ as my second major
☐ I already have a 2nd major and I wish to:
  ☐ Delete the following second major from my record:__________________
  ☐ Change the second major to _________________
* see instructions for list of restricted majors

UPDATE Concentration  * see instructions for list of majors that have concentrations
☐ Add or Change the Concentration for my major in _________________
   Name of concentration _____________________

☐ Add or Change Concentration for my minor in International Studies or Informatics
   Name of concentration: _____________________

UPDATE Degree: (Applies only to students with major in):
  Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Economics, or Mathematics
   Change degree program to  ☐ BA  ☐ BS  for my Major in _________________

Student Signature: ___________________________  Date: __________________

For RESTRICTED Majors or Minors (see list in instructions) Approval of Chair/Designee Required:
☐ Admission to above program Approved: _____________________________  ___________
    Signature                   Date
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